
Genocide
Review the world map (Figure 1). Over the course of the

1990s, large chunks of our planet have been turned into a
living Hell:

∑ Russia’s annual natural population growth (i.e., exclud-
ing immigration) has turned sharply negative, by nearly 1
million inhabitants per year, as a result of the economic “re-
form” policies shoved down the country’s throat since 1991
by the IMF and Harvard punk economists like Jeffrey Sachs.
Once-conquered diseases are spreading exponentially, while
70-80% of the country’s advanced industrial capacities have
been vaporized.

∑ Sub-Saharan Africa has seen upwards of 30 million

ing the pathway of its natural self-interest, to rebuild conti-LaRouche on the BAC’s nental Europe, and also continental Eurasia, as the founda-
tion of a new global arrangement which would bring the‘Fourth Reich’ campaign
era of the British Empire and its relics to an end.

The object of the “Fourth Reich” policy was, and re-
The following is excerpted from a memorandum by Lyndon mains:
LaRouche to EIR staff dated April 8, 1999, concerning who 1. Mobilize Europe to destroy the sovereignty of Ger-
is responsible for the catastrophe in former Yugoslavia: many, and also destroy any future viability for Germany’s

economy: This included a) The Maastricht policies, b)
The policy of the G-7 (its IMF and military policies) is “Desert Storm,” c) the 1991 launching of what I had fore-
best described by using the 1989 utterance by Nicholas warned against, in 1988, as a new Balkan war, d) the 1990-
Ridley of a “Fourth Reich” policy of Britain’s government, 1993 efforts, beginning with the launching of what became
as a handy approximation of a characteristic feature under- “Desert Storm,” to eradicate the European Labor Party
lying G-7 monetary, economic, financial, and strategic [associates of LaRouche—ed.] throughout Europe, an ef-
policies of practice since that time. To characterize the fort which was used, in Italy, as the precedent for destroy-
G-7 itself for this purpose, we must stop the childish non- ing all of the leading political parties of Italy.
sense of speaking of U.S.A. policies; we must emphasize 2. Dismember the Soviet Union and loot its component
the fundamental difference between the vital interest of parts into oblivion through a so-called “liberal reform”
the U.S. and its population, on the one side, and the diamet- policy. Dismember and destroy China through aid of ef-
rically opposing interest represented by the BAC, on the fects of “liberal reforms.”
other. The BAC is to be defined functionally, for this pur- 3. Use a policy of “free trade” and “globalization” to
pose, as the British monarchy’s revised form of the British effect the self-destruction of the physical economy and
Commonwealth, as incorporating the Wall-Street-cen- other relics of national sovereignties of all existing nation-
tered elements of BAC within the U.S.A., as an integral states, including the treasonous self-destruction of the
part of the revised Commonwealth as a whole. The policy U.S.A. itself by these means.
of the British monarchy’s present Commonwealth institu- 4. Use increasing BAC control over the leading politi-
tion, is to complete the assimilation of the U.S.A. BAC cal parties and internal policy-structures of the U.S.A. to
elements are an important feature of a new British world create world-imperial military rule by a triumvirate com-
empire, an empire without sovereign nation-states, with posed of a morally and intellectually castrated U.S.A., the
“new NATO” serving as the presently intended form of British monarchy’s Commonwealth, and perennial rogue-
the new “Roman Legions” to police that world empire. state Israel.

The historical-strategic significance of the “Fourth The “Fourth Reich” doctrine, typically expressed in
Reich” policy of Thatcher, Mitterrand, Milosevic, and Is- those forms, is the determinant of the formulation of Brit-
rael, is that it marks the strategic phase-shift set into motion ish-directed shaping of military and IMF policies. It is
by the process of collapse of the Warsaw Pact alliance. the standard set by such “Fourth Reich” doctrine which
The elimination of any visible prospective alternative to determines the step-by-step changes expressed by the evo-
world-rule by Britain’s BAC/Commonwealth empire then lution of both nominal and actually applied IMF policy in
depended on preventing a reunited Germany from follow- particular.
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human beings murdered this decade—through a combination
of wars, disease, and starvation. It is here that the full horror
of the AIDS pandemic has exploded: Numbers of countries
have HIV infection rates of 25% or more; and, in country after
country, average life expectancies have been shortened by
10-15 years over the course of the 1990s. Africa is truly a
dying continent.

∑ Indonesia, the fourth largest nation in the world in
terms of population, was assaulted by the IMF in 1997-98,
and as a result faces chaos today. Poverty, which had been
reduced to only 11% of the total population in 1996, has
now zoomed back up and is expected to hit 67% this year.
Thirty years of progress have been wiped out in just one
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